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Earlier I have written about the large amount of coal that was often left to hold the roof up while
miners excavated the coal from rooms offset from main tunnels, with the rooms themselves being
extended to create an intersecting set of passages. But even where the pillars left between the
original tunnels are later removed as the mine retreats the working faces back towards the main
shafts and exits, a significant amount of coal can be left.

About 250 years ago this was a clear problem in the Shropshire coalfields of the United Kingdom.
At that time underground mining was usually carried out by crews of men and boys, where the
coal was first removed by undercutting the coal seam manually with a pick, to a depth of about 3
ft. The bulk of the coal was then broken down to this slot and the fragments (ideally about 4-
inches in size) were shoveled and hand-loaded into pit tubs, to be hauled away. A good day's work
was about 20 tubs, and I have described this method and how it evolved, in earlier posts.

However, even as early as the 17th century (Economic Development of the Coal Industry 1800 –
1914 Brian R. Mitchell p 71), a different method of mining began. At first it was known as
Shropshire mining because of where it started, but it later became known as “longwall mining”.
The advantages, even then, of the technique were obvious. They included a greater percentage of
larger coal (easier to sell), simplicity of working and ventilation, better roof control and a greater
production of coal from the workforce, perhaps as much as 30% higher. In particular it was a
cheaper method of mining and it allowed a much higher level of production from an area by
concentrating the activities of the miners, and focusing the transport.

I just came across the book that appears to have been the first proposal for the more modern
version of its use. (The Miners Guide – being a description and illustration of the principal mines
of coal and ironstone in the counties of Stafford, Salop, Warrick and Durham”, by Thomas Smith
1836). And so I thought I would begin this short sequence on longwall mining with a description of
how the technology first evolved, from that book.

The method was one that gradually evolved from initial headings that were mined by two
separate working teams, the first being the holers and the second the brushers..

When the coal was of good quality, and high, then the process was to undercut the coal to a depth
of 3-ft, with a man being able to undercut a length of about 22.5 ft a day. He would then cut
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vertical cuts to the same depth along the edge of the heading, which in the illustration below
would be about 30 ft wide – depending on coal and roof quality. There were a group of these men
who initially worked the face, and then moved on. They were followed by the brushers, whose job
would be to break out the bulk of the coal from the face, and load it into tubs. They would also
support the roof with timber props, as this was needed and the coal was removed. This was
conventional room and pillar. But it left a lot of coal in the pillars.

Plan view of room and pillar or "on the square" mining.

Initially it was in thinner coal seams that “the long way” was developed as a way of getting almost
all the coal out.

First, as with conventional mining, gate roads are dug out to the edge of the property (back in
those days this was about 300 to 600 feet) with the direction going down the dip of the seam
from the shafts at A and B, which are about 20 ft apart and some 7 ft in diameter. These roads
were 6 - 9 ft wide and full seam height. Air passages or thirls were driven between the gate roads
to help ventilate them as they were driven (the “a” passages). Cross-connecting tunnels between
the gateroads were then driven, near the edge of the property.

In those days it cost around 0.35 to 0.4 English pounds (Ep) per yard, with workers being paid
0.225 Ep per day including candles and drink. The thirl would cost around 0.15 to 0.2 Ep per yard
to drive. (An area up to 60-ft in diameter would be left unmined around the shaft area to hold it
up).

Once the edge of the property had been reached then a section of the mine, some 90 ft long,
would be mined with six miners each taking some 15 ft and holeing the coal. This was
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undercutting the face, to a depth of 3 ft, over each stint, and it would take a day, with the each
miner also cutting a vertical slot at the edge of his section, so that it was held only by the coal at
the back of the panel. The sections were mined on either side of the gate roads, moving towards
the common middle of the “panels” being mined.

The holers were then finished in that section and moved to a different section, and a second set of
miners mined out the rest of the coal, known as brushing the coal to the 3-ft depth. At the same
time, since they were removing all the roof support they would put in timber props to hold the
roof up, and would also construct small pillars or cogs, that were made from stone, fine coal, and
other refuse, when they felt they were needed. In this way the white strip shown in the diagram
below, at the back of the mine was extracted first, with the sections progressing first laterally out
to the adjacent gate roads, and then back towards the shaft. While it takes 6 men to hole the 90 ft
face, it would take only 3 men to brush and cog it. (And they would use small charges of
gunpowder to help if the coal was not easily broken out). The difference from conventional room
and pillar can be seen in the small size of the cog pillars that were left, as mining progressed. In
this case, from one gate road to the next, with the mining face parallel to the gateroads and
retreating from one to the next.

Plan view of Shropshire mining> The mining faces were parallel to the gate roads, and the
dotted lines show the way that the tracks would be laid to get the tubs in and out.

Wooden tracks were laid along the gate roads, and then bent to pass along behind the face, to
allow a horse and boy to collect the tubs as they were loaded, and then to replenish the men with
empties. The costs for this method of mining, which was known as broaching, was given as:
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(note that there are 12 pennies (d) in a shilling (s) and 20 shillings to an English pound of the
period. And an English pound is now worth roughly $1.50). At that time the market for coal was
such, that the mine owner would expect to get the following for the coal (with the price based on
size).

A profit, at best, of just under 0.10 Ep per day, per working section.

The technique was still quite dangerous, since the expanse of roof that the miners worked under
got larger as the excavation moved away from the gate roads, and the cost of moving rock and
dirt into the workings to build the cog pillars would have been significant (as would the time taken
to assemble them).
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Thus a new method was proposed, and the initial description is as follows:

For getting out the coal by long work, the pits A and B are sunk, as in the other case, at a
distance of six or seven yards from each other; and the main gate roads driven to the
boundary of the work at C and D, properly thirled with the openings for temporary use.
From the ends of the main gate roads branches are cut, at right angles, to E and F, along
the boundary line of the proposed area to be cleared, so that the mine may be said to be
headed in the form of a Roman T, the roads E C, and D, F presenting the faces of the
coal, which are to be worked homewards, or towards the pits. Simultaneously with the
traverse gate roads, an air head ef is driven at a distance of three or four yards, with its
thirls, which are closed in succession as the work proceeds. . . . . .The necessary roads
and heads being completed, the work of getting commences; in order to which, the
miners hole one yard under along the entire faces of work EC and DF which may be each
from 50 to 100 yards in length according to the extent of the area to be cleared.
Cuttings are then made at proper distances, to the height of five or six feet, or to a
convenient parting, and the coals are brought down, turned out and drawn away along
the gate roads. Cogs or pillars are then constructed of the waste and slack, to support
the upper measures.

The holeing and cutting then proceed another yard in width, and then another; still
clearing away the coal and supporting the roof with cogs, till the lower measures are
drawn out, to the width, along the under face of 8 or 10 yards. By this time the over-
hanging measure have, by their gravitating force (sic), sunk and bedded themselves on
the cogs, pressing them down to a sort of continuous floor of what is called gob, or
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compressed and compacted slack. This is assisted by the use, as experience may dictate,
of timber, which is taken away when the working of the stage above commences.

This is the first description I have found for what we now call longwall mining. By turning the
mining face so that it advanced into the solid and away from the opening left, the overlying roof
was able to bridge over the working area. This considerably improved roof control, and made it a
much safer method of mining. In presenting the method the author notes that the cost of large
coal, using room and pillar mining, which is the top method described, worked out to be around
0.118 Ep per ton mined. When the costs were worked out for the long way, the mined cost was
found to be 0.105 Ep per ton, giving 0.013 Ep (3.25d) benefit.

However the increase in the volume of coal produced (and thus the royalty yield per acre)
doubled to 2,046 EP per acre.

At the time that the book was written, it was a method just beginning to be developed, and the
presentation was as much a proposal as a description of something in place. How it turned into the
most productive of underground mining methods, in the course of the following 180 years will
take another post or two to describe.

 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike
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